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APPLICATIONS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL OAK RIDGE TRANSPORT CODE

W. A. Rhoades, R. L. Childs, M. B. Emmett, S. N. Cramer

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

TORT, a 3-d extension of the DOT [1] discrete ordinates transport code is now in
production use for studies of radiation penetration into large concrete and masonry
structures. This paper will discuss certain features of the new code and show
representative results, including comparisons with Monte Carlo calculations.

Active interest at Oak Ridge in a 3-d discrete ordinates code dates back to 1971,
but many developments required for a successful 3-d application were not available at
that time. Faster computers, larger memories, improved data file management, improved
transport formulations, and more powerful acceleration methods were required. The
THREETRAN code provided an important proof-of-principle for the basic method in 1976
[2], although it lacked many features needed for the present study. The ENSEMBLE code
pioneered shielding applications in 1980 [3]. ENSEMBLE is not available to us, how-
ever, and we know little of its general capabilities and internal features.

TORT is designed to solve very large problems on either scalar or vector comput-
ers. A P3 problem with 100 000 space mesh cells and 60 directional segments can bu
solved on a 1 Megaword Cray. The number of energy groups has little effect on memory
requirements. Either X-Y-Z or R-THETA-Z geometry is available. PL anisotropic scatter
and weighted difference routines optimized for either vector or scalar computers are
offered. Additionally, low-order vectorized X-Y-Z nodal routine [4,5] is available,
and a higher-order routine is under construction.

Self-damped partial current rebalance [1] is presently used to accelerate the
discrete ordinates convergence because of its simplicity and good performance in prob-
lems containing large air spaces and prominent streaming paths. The use of a coarse
rebalance mesh saves memory and can improve convergence in certain problems. A self-
adjusting direct over-relaxation routine is used to solve the rebalance matrix.. This
procedure gives long vectors, and the convergence rate on the problems of interest has
been quite satisfactory.

A provision for coupling a large DOT flux calculation to the surface of a TORT
problem has been constructed, and a preliminary graphics package provides either con-
tour or surface plots in selected planes of the geometry. Flux or response summary
information can be obtained, either globally or at selected key positions. Cross sec-
tion input files are identical to those of DOT. Problem geometry description is pro-
vided in a format similar to the combinatorial geometry descriptions used in MORSE
[6]« In fact, an auxiliary routine has been written to convert TORT geometry input to
"comgeom" input suitable for use in MORSE or MORSE-related graphics codes.

In order to provide step-by-step checking, it was expedient to construct an inter-
mediate code called DORT, which is essentially an advanced version of DOT with features
and programming structure required to support TORT development. DORT can operate with
either 2-d flu-s sweeping routines adapted from DOT or 3-d TORT routines used in 2-d
mode. Forcing 2-d TORT problems to agree with R-Z and R-THETA DORT problems has been
an important source of verification, as has the observation of solution symmetries.



The MORSE Monte Carlo code has been a valuable tool in checking TORT, since MORSE
can operate with TORT geometry descriptions and cross section files. A windowless,
two-story, four-room concrete building provided a check of the propagation of a source
through the roof and across the large air spaces (Figure 1). The calculation used one
energy group; approximately 0.06 m intervals through the thickness of the concrete
walls, ceilings and floors; 0.80 m intervals in the air; and a 60-direction quadrature
set. Both the traditional weighted-difference and the newer nodal method agree very
well with the Monte Carlo result over the factor-of-20 attenuation. The circles sur-
rounding the Monte Carlo data are roughly indicative of their convergence.

The second building was intended to demonstrate 3-d streaming and shadowing
effects. This building (Fig- re 2) has 4 windows in front and 4 windows in back. Two
1 m x 1 m concrete pillars were placed at the center of the building between the win-
dows. The wall thickness was 0.25 m, with 0.10 m roof and floors. A uniform source
along the top, right, and rear of the building was used. Three sets of mesh spacing
were used in the problem. The "coarse mesh" used 0.06 m intervals through the con-
crete and 1 m intervals along the walls. A perspective surface plot of the first-group
flux in Figure 2 shows the effect of flux peaking near the windows, as well as shadow-
ing behind the pillars.

Numerous accuracy comparisons were made along two traverses 1.5 a above the
second story floor and parallel to the plane of the windows. Figure 3 shows the
effect of tripling the mesh density along the walls, designated the "medium-mesh"
case. The weighted-difference procedure was used with S6 directional quadrature and
P3 cross section expansion. The upper histogram shows flux 0.5 m from the wall
nearest the source. The prominent peaks between 2 m and 3 m on either side of the
midplane show the effect of streaming through the windows. The lower histogram shows
flux 0.5 m from the wall away from the source. The concrete support pillars provide
shadowing between -1 m and +1 m.

A medium-mesh result is superimposed onto the coarse-mesh result in Figure 3. The
flux in areas within the direct path of the source was almost unchanged by the mesh
refinement. In the shadow areas, the medium mesh gave finer detail of the transition
from high-flux to low-flux areas, although the troughs behind the pillars were not
changed much.

A "fine-mesh" result is compared vith the medium-mesh result in Figure 4. The
fine mesh uses the same spacing along the walls as medium mesh, but has doubled mesh
density through the walls. Little effect was noted due to the additional detail
within the walls.

The medium-mesh result is compared with a low-order TORT nodal calculation and
with three Monte Carlo celculations in Figure 5. Both TORT results agree very well
with Monte Carlo in the highlight areas, but Monte Carlo gives sharply lower results
in lowlight areas. Experienced Monte Carlo analysts say that this is an expected
relationship in problems of the present type. This problem was a difficult one for
Monte Carlo, as illustrated by occasional spreading of the three independent Monte
Carlo results shown. Even so, the discrepancy between Monte Carlo and TORT seems
larger than would be expected from the observed scatter of the Monte Carlo points.

Figure 6 shows the effect of coarse mesh on the low-order nodal results. The low-
order nodal method is affected badly by a coarse mesh in comparison with the weighted
procedure. The higher-order nodal terms are apparently needed for problems of this type.

Figure 7 compares the standard Sfi, 60-direction quadrature with an S10, 140-
direction quadrature. The differences are trivial in all locations.

Figure 8 shows the effect of a 10% reduction in concrete density. Increases of
up to 22% are seen everywhere except in front of the windows. Errors in composition
or water content might be expected to cause similar differences.



Fig. 1. Vertical Flux Traverse
Shows Penetration of a Top Source
Through A Windowless Building.
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Fig. 2. Flux Plot in a
Horizontal Plane Shows Window
Streaming and Shadowing Due to
Internal Support Pillars.

Overall Dimensions: 6.62 m x 3.6 m
x 8.36 m hgt.
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Finally, coarse- and medium-mesh multigioup dose results are compared in Figure
9. The calculation had 13 neutron and 7 photon groups. The results shown are neutron
doses only. Good agreement between medium-mesh and Monte Carlo data is found both in
front of and behind the pillars, although discrepancies are found near the side walls.

The statistics of machine execution of the medium-mesh multigroup problem may be
of interest. It used 42 minutes of CPU time on a Cray 1-A. About 60% of the CPU time
was spent in the vectorized transport sweep, with 25% going to a scalar routine that
performs error analysis and assembles coarse mesh data. The transport section ran at
about 8 million flux results per minute, which is quite comparable to typical DOT or
DORT performance on the same machine. The job resided on the system for 20 hours due
to competition with other jobs.

The goal of the existing code is to treat buildings such as the 70 m x 17 m x 15
m building illustrated in Figure 10. This model has average mesh spacing of 0.48 m
and a total of 104 000 mesh cells. It is intended to use 37 neutron and 21 photon
groups. This problem has already been shoehorned into a 1 Megaword Cray and run for a
few iterations. Extrapolated running time for the entire problem is about 20 hours.
Since problems of 50 to 100 Cray hours are not unusual at our support facility, the
target problem can apparently be solved with the code at its present state of develop-
ment.

It may be noted that Figure 10 was produced by converting the TORT geometry
description to a Monte Carlo description automatically, and then processing it in a
MORSE-relatied graphics code. At long last, then, discrete ordinates codes and Monte
Carlo codes can share a common geometry description as well as common cross-section
files.

A building similar to that illustrated, but one-story, has been constructed at
ORNL's Tower Shield Facility (TSF) for measurements. Special attention will be given
to bringing agreement between Monte Carlo and TORT calculations.

In summary, the TORT capability has provided the calculations of flux level
information and dose rates inside large structures for which it was designed. The
weighted-difference procedure appears somewhat superior to the low-order nodal pro-
cedure for the buildings with windows. Dose inside the buildings i6 quite sensitive
to t'te density of the wall materials. Comparisons with Monte Carlo calculations have
shown very good agreement for broadbeam penetration and streaming through windows.
Both TORT and Montfe Carlo have difficulties in the shadow areas, however. Experimen-
tal data from forthcoming experiments may resolve these problems. Experienced DOT
users have found the 3-d code to be at least as user-friendly as its 2-d predecessor.
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Fig. 10. Large Concrete Building Model Requires 104 000 Mesh Cells.


